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Watch 2017 

Successly Live 

Highlights for best 

industry techniques.

Overwhelmed? 

Here are some 

productivity 

boosters!

Get on LinkedIn and 

endorse 2 Customers 

based on your work 

together.
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Endorse 2 customers 

on LinkedIn  

based on your work 

together.

Plan a break or lunch  

Plan a break or lunch 

w/ someone 

from your 

Product team.

Plan a break or 

lunch w/ someone 

from your 

 Marketing team.

Plan a break or lunch 

w/ someone from 

your Services team.

Which 60-min 

meetings can you 

condense to 30-mins? 

Pick 2.

Are your 

team meetings 

fine-tuned & 

effective? 

Relax and enjoy your 

day!

Schedule time in 

the next week to 

create an effective 

Customer Story.

Find ways you can 

demonstrate you're 

a self-starter. 

Read and respond 

to a post on 

The Customer 

Success Forum.

Try out one of these 

boosters in 

your morning 

routine.

Choose one focus 

to drive 

clarity & purpose

Start your day 

with some 

positivity.

Email can 

wait. 

Focus on impact. 

Cut out some 

busy work from 

your list.

Share an exciting 

tip/accomplishment 

on social media.

Take a 

moment to 

celebrate 

the wins this 

week!

Register for an event.  Reflect on your Why 

for the coming 

week. 

Find a top 

challenge to start 

drafting potential 

solutions this week.

Determine a 

meaningful, 

actionable, &

reachable goal.

Refocus and cut 

through the noise. 

Busy w/ progress or 

w/a false sense of 

urgency? 

Follow someone 

who inspires you  

(on social media). 

Choose your playlist 

for the final push this 

week!

Share what 

motivates you. 

#MotivationMonday

Find more ways you 

want to continue to 

elevate your game.Take 20 mins to 

plan your day.

NOTES ___________________________
__________________________________

__________________________________

 w/ someone 

from your 

Support team.
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